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Productinformation
Xylophones

    PSX 501 
2.5 octave  F5 - C8  African Padouk



Performing Standard 500 Series | PSX 501
The perfect solution for the starting mallet player. 
A top quality xylophone fitted with rich sounding selected  air dried padouk, rosewood or solid vibercore bars. 

Performing Standard Series
Floating Bar Suspension | FBS 

Most notable is the new Floating Bar  
Suspension System (FBS). This proprietary  
bar support system actually increases bar  
resonance by 20%! Precision laser cut bar  
support arms are angled to insure that each 
and every bar is supported exactly to the 
nodal point.

A complete series of mallet instruments designed for the budget minded students, orchestras and ensembles. These instru-
ments ferature the same selected bar materials and carefully handcrafted resonators, which are used for the Custom Classic 
Series. The frames of these instruments are manufactured using European Ashwood and high grade steel components. Height 
adjustment of these models can be executed manual very easily. 

Frame

To realize the most stable and precize construction, 
the frames are very carefully designed and are made 
out of first choise solid Ash wood, carefully shaped 
and CC machined. Combined with sturdy steel  
layers. 

Bars | African Padouk

Material: Concert Quality African Padouk  |  Pterocarpus Soyauxii
As a perfect alternative for Honduran Rosewood Vancore is using African Padouk as basic 
material for bar manufacturing.  This African hardwood stands for a warm character and 
rich sustain. Through sizes of logs and  availability  of quarter sawn wood, the bars  
made out of African Padouk are representing a perfectly balanced marimba keyboard in 
performance and tonality.  
 
Bar Sizes:  30x19 mm



Range overview

Dimensions & Weight

Packed weight and dimensions PSX 501

Total number of boxes

Total Packed Weight
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Instrument Weight
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1
8,4 KG

16,7 LBS

7,6 KG
16,7 LBS

Boxnumber Content Box Sizes Weight

CM INCH KG LBS
Box 1 of 1 Frame/Bars 98x54x18 38,6x21,3x7,1 8,4 18,51

A =  825 mm | 32.2 inch 
B =  470 mm | 18,5 inch 
C =  232 mm | 9,3 inch 
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